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About This Content

Three amazing songs from some classic indie games, three new challenges, and three new awesome pieces of gear!
Test your Metronomicon skill to the max with Indie Game Challenge Pack 1!

Take on "Neo-SF Strut", by Aethernaut from the "2064: Read Only Memories" soundtrack for a treasure that'll let you punch
through enemies’ resistances with ease.

Try on "Whispering Willows Theme (Dance Remix)" from Whispering Willows, by Steve Goldshein, to obtain a powerful item
that makes your attacks get stronger as you increase your streak.

Battle to the tune of "Credits" by Skyler McGlothlin, from the Retro/Grade soundtrack, to win an item and power up Violet's
Strikes Thrice.

What if every hit on the same enemy did more damage than the last?
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All three songs are playable in both Freeplay and Challenge modes!
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Title: The Metronomicon - Indie Game Challenge Pack 1
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Puuba
Publisher:
Akupara Games
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel Core i3 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB, OpenGL 1.5+

Storage: 2500 MB available space

Sound Card: One that allows sound to come out of a sound maker

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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Plays kind of like a diablo game with graphics that look like something between Diablo 2 and 3. Combat is a little bit lacking,
but that might be because NOTHING EXPLAINS how to play. I don't generally mind games that 'make you work for it a bit',
but there should be SOME kind of introduction to the game mechanics even if it's just a written guide. I played through the
forest area only for the game to crash to desktop. This shall sit unplayed in my library.... I found this game really enjoyable. :) I
just got past the first level and I'm already in love with the puzzles, the story, and the music. I generally play on my PC but I've
gotten a few chances to play in VR and it's a lovely experience. This game really transports you to another world with it's
imagery and poetry. It's a well thought out game and it’s amazing that a team of 3 is able to produce a game of this quality. I'm a
bit of a completionist so it's been fun searching the maps for all the runes and I love that you can explore almost everywhere
along the map. Shout out to the negative reviews, you can run in the game. There's been a lot of patches since it released, my
favorite being the jump assist and the option to run in VR. Overall, I think this is a quality game for a great price. :).
Recommended if you like challenging platformers -- you'll die, a lot. But death is actually part of the game. 10\/10.. I've sent
Gabe Newell to hell! 11/10. The Good:

Platforming
Fancy Jumps
Good Design Jumps
Good Price

The Bad:

Kinda not nice movement which is really wierd because it feels like i wanna be the guy fangame ice physics
Bad Design Jumps
Cycles

why: get it for a dollar, it has enough content but i just can't play it that well. What else can I say? Absolutely gorgeous graphics,
amazing gameplay and intriguing new story that is ripe for the picking with tons of new weapons, armor, side quests, tasks and
tons of new interesting people to meet! Get there! 9\/10. Great little game, Very easy to pick up on mechanics, Only glitch
entails replaying after a match and everyone spawns 4 times at once. Its kind of cool, so not a problem. For 5 Bucks however,
eh.
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Sounds promissing, not playable yet. Multiplayer only with 3 people possible but we are getting timeouts after a few minutes.
Please patch soon!. The best RTS\/RPG mix game, 5 great nations, full voiced singleplayer campaign, coop, AI skirmish,
ranked multiplayer coming soon.. This game has it all and only for a 25 euros.

I never bought a better price value ratio game, its a must buy for people who like fantasy games.. Modern rendition of the
classic card game "Go Fish" with the impeccible plot devices and voice acting that is reminiscent of the Bourne Conpiracy. The
dialogue is very well written and has the impact of the series finale of Breaking Bad.. This game is full of bugs. The worst one is
that the sound sliders let certain sounds through and unmute completely at random intervals. That they can't even sucessfully
create a way to mute the game shows just how much effort was put into this lackluster rogue-lite.

The controlls are also sluggish and the enemies are repetetive. Overall, its not worth the time to play it.. good story and good
gameplay, but the translation is weird
. very fun and addicting, shows how Jackhammer can make maps look more amazing.. The mini games is over to quickly, it
should have an option for goal\/timed gameplay and sandbox (mess around) gameplay.. This movie gives you insight on the
origins of video games being transformed to the home consoles and personal computers.
Know your history, because without Atari there's a possibillity you would not be using this platform to read this very review.
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